Unlock the Power of Supply Chain Software n MQP FFB

Integrated Warehouse Automation
for Manufacturers & Distributors

Merchant QuikPAK™
is the Integrated
Warehouse
Automation
Solution designed to
automate the pick,
pack and shipment
stages of your
warehouse. Available
options include Bin
Tracking, Bar code
scanning using
Motorola/Symbol
handhelds, as well as,
the exchange of small
parcel data and LTL
(less than a truckload)
data for shipments to
eliminate rekeying of
order and shipment
data, improve staff
productivity and
generate cost analysis
reports of customer
shipments
.

Features

Functions

ERP Integration






Sales Order
Prioritization
and Promotion








Optimized and configurable for a
wide range ERP Order and
Shipment Types i.e. DC, Drop
Shipment and single level packed,
or multi-level packed shipments
Instantly maps to ERP data fields
Includes support for mapping to a
number of Inventory Control
items into a single Kit
Synchronizes order(s) in real time
across a single or multiple
warehouses
Prioritizes orders by requested
ship date
Combines multiple orders as one
shipment by ship-to location in
the ERP
Filters orders specific to each
warehouse location by assigned
users

Benefits


Eliminates Sales Order Re-Keying
throughout the ERP order
fulfillment cycle saving time and
increasing accuracy of order(s)
and shipment(s), as well as, stock
levels and designed to be easily
updated to be compatible with
future ERP upgrades



Prioritizes and expedites
orders/shipments for the same day
in one easy step improving
warehouse productivity
Instantly view orders specifically
designated to ship from one or
more warehouses improving
organizational visibility and
organizational knowledge
Supports cross dock shipment
types and consolidation of
multiple orders to reduce shipping
costs
Allows you to modify sales orders
“on the fly” like changing the
order header and details resulting
in higher fulfilment rates in the
warehouse
Pick and pack items from multiple
warehouses and consolidate the
items into a single shipment
reducing operational and freight
costs while increasing customer
satisfaction









Integrated Warehouse Automation

Features Functions
Sales Order
Picking







Sales Order
Packing












Printing Labels 
for Shipments 


Benefits

Identifies inventory items and
quantities for picking
Allocates inventory for packing
Configurable options available based
on existing warehouse pick practices
i.e. creation of pick lists, or wireless
and RF bar code scanning devices
Fully compatible with “Musical Runs”
as applied within the apparel industry



Supports pre-set packing rules defined
by customer or item
Automatically assigns items to
containers, cartons to pallets
Automatically generates and assigns
serialized shipping container codes for
all containers
Supports Lot Numbers and Expiry
Dates for containers based on data
available from the ERP or by manual
entry
Automatically calculates container and
shipment weights
Fully compatible with “Musical Runs”
as applied within the apparel industry
Short ships backorder items
Configurable options available based
on existing warehouse pack practices
i.e. creation of pack lists, or wireless
and RF bar code scanning devices



Prints labels with serialized bar code
Creates unique container license
plates
Assigns unique label formats per
customer











Provides a visual of the item
number, item description and
quantities to be picked across a
wide range of pick options i.e.
PC workstation, printed pick list
or bar code scanning handheld
device improving staff
productivity by saving time and
improving picking accuracy
within the warehouse
Supports multi-level packing of
items to cartons and cartons to
pallets to increase the accuracy
of shipments
Easily configurable automated
packing options to optimize
existing warehouse pack
processes resulting in increased
staff productivity while also
eliminating shipment errors
Tracks LOT information and
works with the ERP LOT details
to improve inventory accuracy
and industry compliancy
requirements
Pack pre-packs virtually using
Edisoft’s prepack rules to reduce
costs and meet shipment
deadlines

Tracks each uniquely labeled
container created within the
system for auditing purposes
Generates shipping compliant
labels that provide order details
and item details to organize
shipments and increase
shipment accuracy

Printing
Reports



Provides built in reports such as VICS
BOL, Packing Lists, Pick Lists, Master
BOL



Eliminates data re-keying for
various reports reducing
warehouse labor costs

Shipping
Integration



Automatically combines packing
details, tracking numbers and freight
costs of shipment(s) while posting
tracking numbers and freight costs
back to the ERP



Reports can be generated from
QuikPAK’s SQL database
showing customer, Order Type,
Packing details, Carrier ID, and
Freight cost for ongoing cost
analysis

